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This paper addresses a novel translation method based on Hidden Markov Model using template
rules after learning them from the bilingual corpus. The method can enhance the translation accuracy
and ensure a low complexity in comparing with the pervious template learning translation method
and draws a new perspective for applying statistical machine learning on example based translations.
domain.
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1 Introduction
Example based machine translation (EBMT), originally proposed by Nagao (Nagao,M.A 1984), and is
one of the main approaches to corpus-based machine translation. The main idea behind EBMT is that an
input sentence in the source language is compared with the example translations in the given bilingual
parallel text to find the closest matching examples so that these examples can be used in the translation of
the input sentence. After finding the closest matches for the sentence in the source language, parts of the
corresponding target language sentence are constructed using structural equivalences and deviances in the
matches. Following Nagao's original proposal, several approaches using the example based method were
presented. One of the approaches that applied the idea for translation from English to Turkey is learning
translation template (Cicekli,I 1996) (Gilvenir,H.A 1998). This method relies on the technique that uses
the similarity and difference from a source sentence and a target sentence in the given bilingual corpus to
build template rules for translation. The advantage of this method is that does not need any complex pars-
ing such as syntactic parsing or semantic parsing and overcome the imperfectness of the rule-based ma-
chine translation. One of the disadvantages of the method is that a lot of templates can be matched with
an input sentence. To overcome this problem, (Oz and Cicekli,I 1998) present a method which allows
sorting template rules according to their confident factors. The translation results are sorted using its score
through the value of confident factors. However, this method needs to evaluate all matching rules for each
input sentence to obtain the output results, while much of them are redundant rules. The exponential cal-
culation problem will arise when an input sentence is long and the number of template rules is large. Fol-
lowing that point, we present a novel method based on an HMM model that uses constraints for set of
matching rules with each input sentence. Thus, the translation results of an input sentence are obtained by
finding a set of template rules that is most likely with our HMM model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: A template learning algorithm is given in Section 2.
Section 3 describes a HMM modeling for translation using template rules. Section 4 show experiments on
English Vietnamese translation system and Section 5 give some conclusions and outstanding problems to
be solved in future work.
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2 Template Learning Translation
The Template learning algorithm (TTL) infers translation templates using similarities and differences be-
tween two translation examples Ea and Eb taken from a bilingual parallel corpus. Formally, a translation
example Ea Ea H Ea is composed of a pair of sentences, Eta and Ea , that are translations of each
other in English and Vietnamese respectively. A similarity between two sentences of a language is a non-
empty sequence of common items (root words or morphemes) in both sentences. A difference between
two sentences of a language is a pair of two sequences (D1 , D2 ) where D1 is a sub-sequence of the first
sentence, D2 is sub sequence of the second sentence, and D1 and D2 do not contain any common item.
Given two translation examples ( Ea Eb ), we try to find similarities between the constituents of Ea
and E b . A sentence is considered as a sequence of lexical items. If no similarities can be found, then no
template is learned from these examples. If there are similar constituents then a match sequence Ala,b in
the following form is generated.
Dni , s,i, H So	 , S,2 ,• • •, Dm
- 1 , Sm2
for 1 5_ n, m
Here, S ik represents a similarity (a sequence of common items) between Ea and Eb . Similarly,
Dk : (D ik , , D ,b ) represents a difference between Ea and Eb , where D ki ,a ,D kl ,b are non-empty differing
items between two similar constituents S lk , S +1.
For instance, let us assume that the following translation examples are given:
"I bought the book for John" <-> "Thi del mua mat quyen sach cho John"
" I bought the ring for John" <-> "Thi aid mua mejt chi& nhcin cho John"
For these translation examples, the matching algorithm obtains the following match sequence.
I bought the (book, ring) for John <-> TOi cad mua mot (quyen sach, chi& nhcin) cho John
That is, Sol = I bought the, Do =(book, ring), = for John, ,S1 , =Thi del mua mot, Do =(quy6n sach, chiac
nhan), si2 =cho John.
After a match sequence is found for two translation examples, we used the two different learning heuris-
tics to infer translation templates (Guvenir, H.A 1998) from that match sequence. These two learning heu-
ristic try to locate corresponding differences or similarities in the match sequence respectively. The first
heuristic, which is named similarity translation template (STTL), tries to locate all corresponding differ-
ences and generate a new translation template by replacing all differences with variables. The second heu-
ristic can infer translation templates by replacing similarities with variables, if it is able to locate
corresponding similarities in the match sequence. These translation templates are called difference trans-
lation templates (DTTL). The STTL and DTTL are combined as the template learning algorithm (TTL).
From the corpus, the TTL algorithm tries to infer translation templates using the two algorithms above.
After all translation templates are learned, they are sorted according to their specificities. Given two tem-
plates, one that has a higher number of terminals is more specific than the other.
In the following section we address a new method to translate more accuracy and reduce the complexity.
3 Translation Template Learning Base on 11MM
To explain translation template learning based on HMM model, some notations are defined, afterward a
translation based HMM model is presented in this section.
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3.1 Template rules
Let SL and TL be the source language and the target language and S1
 S2  n <--> TiT2 ...Tk be a template
rules, in which Si
 is a sequence of word or a variable in SL and 77, is a sequence of words, so called a
constant element, or a variable in TL. In addition, each variable in the left side is aligned with each vari-
able in the right side. A variable in the left side and a variable in the right side of a template rule can be
received a phrase or a word in SL and TL respectively. Figure 1 depicts an example of a template rules




Figure 1. Template rule example
Let a lexical rule be a template rule that has no variable inside. A lexical rule is a bilingual phrase in
SL and TL language.
3.2 Translation base on HMM modeling
3.2.1 The model
The model we propose has two steps. First, we formulate the template learning translation as the
equivalent problem that can be solved by using the HMM model based on a set of constraints rules which
are observed from the characteristic of SL and TL and on a training corpus. Afterward, a dynamic pro-
gramming technique, a variant of Viterbi algorithm is used to find the best translation results.
Problem: Given an input sentence ei e2 ...e. and a set of template rules ri ,r„...,rd , find the set of rules so
that their translation results most explain for that sentence. For convenience we will use e [1: m] as short-
hand for the input sentence e1e2...e..
The problem is equivalent to find all translation results for each rule ri (i=1, d) . Assuming that the rule
r is defined as S1S2 ...s„ 4-÷ TIT2 ...71, the original method (Cicekli 1996) (Glinevir 1998) tries to find all
ways to replace variables with phrases in SL so that the input sentence e [1:m] can be produced from this
rule. Afterward, find each corresponding phrases in TL within set of lexical rules with a phrase in SL in
order to transform the input sentence into the target language. However, when the input sentence is long
and the number of rules is large with a much number of variables inside, the original method have to cope
with the exponential calculation. To overcome the problem, we propose an approach based on HMM
modeling below. Figure 2 shows that an input sentence can be decomposed into many ways using the left
side of template rules. Suppose that the variable X and Y have 10 elements respectively whose substrings
can be found in the input sentence and which were left sides of lexical rules. For each element in the vari-
able X which have a position k within the input sentence we have to find all elements for the variable Y
that has substrings which starts from a position k+1 and was a left side of a lexical rule. Thus, we have to
consider 10 x 10 translation ways while most of them need to be cut off. From the example in the figure 2,
each constant Si can be associated with a phrase in the right side of the rule ri and each variable si
within the rule ri can be associated with a set of lexical rules whose left side is a substring that starts









Figure 2. Example of translation based HMM
In such framework, we can asssume that a lexical rule corresponds to a hidden state and a substring in the
input sentence as an observed symbol procduced form the state and the problem of translation is equiva-
lent to find a lexical rule for each variable. Accordingly, the problem can can be solved by using the vari-
ant of HMM modeling as mentioned above.
To find the most likely sequence of lexical rules, we must find a sequence of lexical rules that maximized
the probability P(r, I e1 , e2 	.
Since ri : Si S2
 ...S,, H T T2 ...Tk
P(ri I e1,e2,•••,em)=P(S1,52,•••„Sn I e„e2,•••,em)•
P(e,,e2,„.em I S. ,S- Sn) xP(S„S2 ,...S )P(SI ,S2 ,•_,Sn I e,,e2,•••,em) =
P(e„e2,...,e„,) rt
Since el e2 ...em is a sequence of input words, and the probability P(e1, e2,...,e.) is given, we need to
maximize the formula below.
P(ei ,e2 ,••,em 1 SI,S2,-,Sn)x451,52,-,S,,,)
Using the Bigram model, (2) can be approximated as
n-1	 n-1
Ff P(S I S i)xllP(eh eh meh lS j)
1
where e A ...elk matches with the left side of a lexical rule matching with Si .
To find the sequence of lexical rules that maximizes the formula (3), a kind of dynamic programming, the
Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, A.J 1967) can be used. If the rule r has n variables and each variable consists
of 1 elements then the complexity is n x / 2 , while the recursive way be l n In addtion, each rule ri can
be assigned a translation score as the value of the formular (3) and output translations for the input sen-
tence can be sorted according to the score value on the whole of rules in template rules. Therefore, our
method using HMM modeling can be avoided the exponential calculation problem by using the dynamic
algorithm. In addition, it can sort translation results according to the better accuracy without any complex
process on set of template rules. Moreover, it draws a new perspective for applying statistical machine
learning theories on the example based translation domain.
3.2.2 Estimate HMM model
The HMM model for translation is estimated by using the Forward-Backward learning (L.E.Baum and
J.A.Eagon. 1967) described as follows. The corpus of source sentences and target sentences will be used
to generate observed sequences. Each source sentence will be translated by using a sequence of lexical
(1)
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rules if the right hand side of the rules are the same with the target sentence within the corpus. After ob-
taining a sequence of lexical rules, the sequence of observed symbols is generated because each observed
symbol is a left hand side of a lexical rule. Therefore, using a set of template rules and the corpus we can
generate, a training data formed as follow:
04 , 0,2+, ,•••, Omi 4#40, St, , S ,2+1,•••, S
m1
Ott , 0 t2+1,..., 0m2	 Ste S t2 +1,..., S m2
••••
0tk ,Otk +1 ,..., Omk	 Stk Stk +1,..., Smk
Here, 0 tk , 0 tk +1 ,—, Omk is a sequence of observed symbols, Stk Stk +1 ,..., Smk is a sequence of lexical
rules and Otk ,Otk +1 ,..., Omk <=> Stk ,Stk Smk means that a sequence of observed symbols is associated
with the sequence of lexical rules.
Suppose that , C(1 C(1 ,1 k ) and c(o f ,/k
 ) be the number of occurrences of lexical rule 1' , the number of
occurrence of the lexical rule following the lexical rule / k
 and the number of occurrences of a ob-
served symbol o f corresponding with a lexical rule / k
 respectively. With these notations, the initializa-
tion algorithm for estimating an HMM model by performing the Forward-Backward algorithm on the
training data above is described as follows:
For all lexical l f
 do
For all lexical rule / k do
pyk i o = c(if,/k) 
c(V)
For all lexical rule l f do
For all observed symbols o' do
p (0 1 	 C(01 
C(1i)
Figure 3. Algorithm for initializing the parameters of HMM model for template rules
After initialization the probabilistic of observed symbols and lexical rules, the Forward-Backward learn-
ing is used to estimate the HMM for translation.
3.2.3 Example
We describe an example of translation using the orignal method and the HMM method for an input sen-
tence with a template rule and a set of lexical rules as shown in the Table 1.
There are three translation outputs when applying the orignal method , which are (1, 2,3), (1,4,5),(1,6,7).
Suppose that the probabilistic of two lexical rules in the example are estimated as follows:
P(112)=0.2; P(114)=0.6; P(116)=0.2 ; P(2I3)=0,2; P(4I5)=0.5; P(617)=0.2.
Using the formula (3), we have P(1,2,3)=0.04, P(1,4,5)=0.3, P(1,6,7)=0.04. Thus, the translation result is
the likely sequence of lexical rules (1,4,5).
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Table 1. An example of translation using template translation learning
Input: I do not think it is necessary to launch a full inquiry at this time
Lexical rule Template rule: X "necessary to launch" Y Z <=>
X' "can thiet de bat dau" Y' Z'
1 I do not think it is 4-4 toi khong nghi no la
2 a full -+ su day du
3 Inquriry at this time 4-0 doi hoi o thoi diem nay
4 a full inquiry 4-4 mot cuoc dieu tra day du
5 at this time 4-0 o thoi diem nay
6 a full inquiry at 4-4 mot cau hoi day du o
7 this time 4-+ thoi gian nay
Human translation: Toi khong nghi la no thuc su can thiet de bat dau cuoc dieu tra o thoi diem nay.
EBMT(the orignal algorithm have to enumerate all translation results)
(1,2,3) : toi khong nghi la can thiet de bat dau su day du doi hoi o thoi diem nay.
(1,4,5): toi khong nghi no la can thiet de bat dau mot cuoc dieu tra day du o thoi diem nay.
(1,6,7): toi khong nghi no la can thiet de bat dau mot cau hoi day du o thoi gian nay.
HMM: (The proposed method obtains a best translation )
(1,4,5): toi khong nghi no la can thiet de bat dau mot cuoc dieu tra day du o thoi diem nay
Table 1 shows that the orignal method have to enumerate all translation results and the prposed method
can obtain a best translation results by applying a dynamic algorithm.
4 Experiments and Discussion
In order to assert our method can enhance the accuracy in translation while ensuring the complexity
is low. We implemented an English Vietnamese translation and tested on a corpus of 1200 bilingual sen-
tences collected manually from some text books and newspapers and experimenting on the HMM model.
4.1 Template Translation Learning
Figure 4 shows the number of template translation learning with the number of sentence within the corpus.
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Figure 4. The relation of the number of lexical rules and the number of template
rules with the number of sentences within the corpus.
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The number of sentences in corpus is from 300 sentences to 1200 sentences. The solid line and the doted
line show the relation between the number of template rules and the number of lexical rules with the num-
ber of sentences within the corpus respectively.
4.2 HMM model
The number of template rules and the number of lexical rules using the template translation learning is
11,034 rules and 2,287 rules respectively. The number of lexical rules is the number of hidden states in
our HMM model. Using the template rules and the data corpus, we obtained the training data for estimat-
ing HMM model described in section 3.2.2, then the initialize parameters for the HMM model is esti-
mated by using the algorithm in Figure 3. The training data for estimating the HMM model consists of
1200 observed sequences and each sequence corresponding with a sequence of lexical rules. We used
1100 observed sequence to initialize the parameters for HMM models by performing the algorithm in
Figure 3. Afterward, the remained sequences is applied Forward and Backward algorithm to train the
model.
4.2 Translation Results
After we generated a set of template rules on the corpus, we estimated the HMM model as mentioned
above. We tested the translation accuracy by using the sentences within the corpus.
Using the Viterbi algorithm for each rule, we are able to obtain a list of output translations. We used the
lists of translation results of our method and the original method for comparing. We compared by calcu-
lating correct translations among the total translation output. We obtained the table as shown in Table 2.
The sentences within the corpus were selected randomly and used as inputs for the original method and
our method respectively. The first is by the original method (Giivenir 1998) and the second is by our
method. The first column and the second column are the percentage of correct translation results among
total translation results by applying the baseline and our method respectively.
Table 2 show that our method achieved the better results in comparing with the orignal TTL algorithm. In
addtion, our method achieved a lower complexity 0( n x 1 2 ) in comparing with the original method OW ),
in which 1 is the number of lexical rules and n is number of variables in a template rule . This was due to
our method based on a dynamic way to avoid the exponential problem.
Table 2. Performance results
Percentage of correct results Percentage of correct results with
by the orignal method HMM
34% 81%
Some examples of our translation method and the orignal method is desribed in the Table 3. Table 3
shows a translation results of our methods in the second column. Table 3 shows a best translation results
in testing sentences within the corpus.
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Table 3. Some exam les of our translation results
Input sentence Translation output
How long will you stay here ? Anh se O. lai day ducfc bao lau ?
My book is as interesting as yours Quy6n sich dm tesi thi IS, thu ngang von quye4n sich dm
anh
Several new proposals are being considered by the
committee
Nhiiu du an mOri dang ducyc fly ban ciru xdt
Before long rice seedlings were big enough to be planted
in the field
Ching bao lau sao cic cay lila do dii kin d6 ducic cay
vao ruing do.
Have you written your report yet ? Anh viAt xong ban bao cio chua ?
If she had seen the movie, she would have told you Neu di ta di nhin thiy phim, co ta di not veil ban
5 Conclusion
Our method using HMM modeling can avoid the exponential calculation problem by using a dynamic
algorithm. In addition, it can sort translation results according to the better accuracy without any complex
process and , the preliminary experiment shoved the high translation accuracy compared with the previ-
ous method. Moreover, it draws a new perspective for applying statistical machine learning theories on
the example based translation domain. Mearging our proposed translation method and rule based transla-
tion method is currently under way.
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